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About This Game

The people are angry... danger abounds. Three assassins are planning to murder the monarch! Get ready for a fight – the hunt is
on!

King & Assassins is a simple game in which deception and tension are paramount.
One player takes the role of the the tyrant King and his soldiers. His objective is to push through the mob of angry citizens who

have overrun the board and get back to safety behind his castle walls.
Before the game, the player controlling the assassins secretly chooses three of the twelve citizens occupying the board. These

three will become the would-be assassins!

In every turn, each of the two sides have a certain amount of Action Points at their disposal for the King, his guard and his
citizens.

Use the soldiers and their ability to push back the mob as best as you can because assassins lurk among them!

Action, deception, daring coups – King & Assassins has all of this and more to offer the boldest players with the courage to
fight this incredible duel!

FEATURES
• Graphically detailed environment with characters in 3D

• Play in single-player mode against the computer, square off against your friends in Pass & Play mode or against players from
all over the world in Online Duel mode

• 2 game boards available for a different experience: explore the Market or walk down the mysterious Alley of Shadows!
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It's not a bad game, but there is also nothing to recommend here. There is no single-player campaign, just a training level. It is
an online multiplayer game for one-on-one matches, but multiplayer is dead. It is originally a smartphone-game, while there is a
"pass&play"-mode for two players on one phone (screen), but forget that on PC when the opponent is not allowed to see the
positions of the Assassins. Anyway, if you don't have a friend to play it with the game is pretty useless. I'm also not convinced
about the balance between Kings and Assassins. It's a simple and short casual game, look at the playing times, and certainly not
worth the money. Can't recommend it for a price above 0,99 cents.. There is really no playing this game because you can only
play with friends that have the game. There is no online play, which confuses me because it shows a rank board and looks like it
should have some kind of rank play set up, but it doesn't exist? I got to play the tutorial...woop woop. And that was it.. Kind of
like a fun little simpler version of chess, nicely animated. Clever and good for the price!. Nice strategic game! Thumbs up!.
Nice strategic game! Thumbs up!. Good game, but servers are pretty empty. Fun if you have some friends you want to play
with.

After a few games the rules seem to favor the assassins. But that just makes winning with the king that much sweeter.
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It's a game for you and a bud. Grab a bud. Maybe even two buds. Show your buds a good ol' time with this bud pleaser. Strategy
meets buds in this budacious ol' time.
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